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When I clone a repository If the
checkout is a branch, execute my
function If the checkout is a tag,

store the informations in database
Here, this information is perfectly

stored if the checkout is an
branch. But, if the checkout is a
tag, the job executes (in the right
moment) but the informations are
not stored because the checkout is
a tag and not a branch. How can I

modify my code to store the
informations from my function if
I'm on a tag? A: You should just
use a post-receive hook on the
repository to run the task you
want to run: post-receive This
hook is run after the repository
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remote tracking branches that

were pushed is checked out) or
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specified when pushing) Your

post-receive hook can then detect
if the git directory has changed on

the basis of the SHA-1 of the
branch/tag 3e33713323
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